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These days artificial intelligence is so
advanced that robots trade shares,
make restaurants suggestions and

diagnose diseases. But can a robot get a
dance floor jumping? It is a question that
Prague’s Karlovy Lazne Music Club has
endeavored to answer by employing a
specially adapted former automotive in-
dustry robot as a DJ in the popular

nightspot. The robot is shaped like a giant
arm capped with a pincer, and has shared
deck duties at the club with its human pro-
grammer in an hourly rotation each night
for the last three weeks. 

“People are excited (about the robot),
because they haven’t seen anything like this
around Europe, and I am not sure if there is
something similar in the world,” club man-

ager Adam Lipsansky told Reuters.
The DJ robot was created after the

club’s management challenged a robotics
firm to the task.  Equipped with special
software to help it choose songs and
mounted on a stage above the club’s dance
floor, the robot selects discs from nearby
racks and puts them into one of three
music players in front of it. It can scratch

records and also dances. While some club-
bers told Reuters that they enjoyed the
robot’s musical efforts, others remained
unconvinced. “I don’t like the robot,” said
Marcia Lopes, 24, a tourist from Mexico.
“It can’t feel what the people want to
dance to.  There is no emotion behind the
music. When there is a real person, they
know, what fun is like.” — Reuters

Robot DJ puts the tech into techno for Czech clubbers

Fans of late SHINee singer Kim Jong-Hyun cry as the hearse carrying the body of Kim Jong-Hyun leaves
from a hospital.

Notes for the late South Korean band SHINee singer Kim Jong-Hyun are seen on a whiteboard during a
memorial held by the boyband’s Thai fanclub.

Smiley happy face 
Many K-pop stars face tremendous pressure

to look and behave perfectly in an industry pow-
ered by so-called “fandoms”-groups of well-or-
ganized admirers who spend enormous amounts
of time and money to help their favored stars
climb up the charts and attack their perceived ri-
vals. In return, the stars are expected to tread
carefully in an industry where today’s most-fer-
vent fans can be tomorrow’s most vicious critics
if their idols fail to meet their expectations-or
“betray” them.

Drug use or drunken driving are seen as ca-
reer-breakers, while behavior that causes a
“stir”-anything from a social media gaffe to a
failure to smile ceaselessly at public appear-
ances-could be criticized for years. Many are
constantly chased by paparazzi and camera-
touting fans who share or sell every single detail
and images of the stars’ daily lives online for
public scrutiny.  “These ‘idols’ virtually live in a
fishbowl and are pressed to put on a smiley,
happy face while behaving nicely 24/7,” said
cultural commentator Kim Seong-Soo, adding
the strain could “cripple them emotionally”.

Such challenges are common among celebri-
ties around the world, he told AFP, but are am-
plified in the hyper-wired South, which has some
of the world’s fastest internet speeds and highest
smartphone usage, and a society where pressure
to conform is high. Taboos about mental illness
dissuade many from seeking medical help, in-
cluding public figures, he added.  

Winner takes all 
Kim’s death is unusual for a K-pop musician at

the height of his popularity, but is the latest in a
long list of showbiz suicides. In 2010, Park Yong-
Ha, a top actor who had huge followings at home
and in Japan and China, hanged himself, and for-
mer actor Kim Sung-Min, whose career was ru-

ined by a jail term for drug abuse, did the same
last year. In the most shocking series of suicides,
actress Choi Jin-Sil - a household name - hanged
herself in 2008, her actions blamed on online bul-
lying. Her  brother, also an actor, killed himself two
years later, and her ex-husband, former baseball
star Cho Sung-Min, followed suit in 2013.

Actress Park Jin-Hee interviewed hundreds of
actors and actresses for her master’s thesis in
2009 and said that 40 percent had considered
suicide at least once due to a lack of privacy, on-
line bullying or unstable incomes.  But celebrity
suicides are only a microcosm of South Korea’s
wider social problems, including cutthroat com-

petition in areas from education to workplaces
and a lack of safety nets, said commentator Kim,
calling depression an “inevitable outcome” of liv-
ing under such strain. “Our country has an ex-
treme form of winner-take-all system where those
who fail can hardly make a comeback, or even
survive.”— AFP

A Thai fan of the late
South Korean band 
SHINee singer Kim 

Jong-Hyun puts up a
note for him during a
memorial held by the

boyband’s Thai fanclub
at a Buddhist temple 

in Bangkok 
yesterday. —AFP photos


